INTERPRETING TRANSLATION

Se Habla
)ŸŞ±ŃŅĬţ
FÏĜŅĹŞ±ųĬå
8ų±ĹÏ±ĜŸţ
ALWAYS ON.
ALWAYS THERE.

&XPIEWXPERKYEKIWEVIWTSOIRMR&QIVMGE
We mind the language gap whenever it occurs. That
means your case moves forward without a hitch.
Language logistics solved. If you want to know more,
just speak up.
A challenging, but not uncommon, situation in litigation
is the language barrier. When a witness, a party or a
deponent does not speak adequate English, U.S. Legal
Support can help. Our experienced, versatile team of

interpreters can work with more than 200 languages,
anywhere in the United States.
5,000 interpreters
U.S. Legal Support has a team of over 3,000
ǼYIRXMREZEWXVERKISJPERKYEKIWMRGPYHMRKQER]HMEPIGXW
A few of our more popular languages include Spanish,
Mandarin, Italian, Russian, Japanese, Armenian, Tagalog,
Urdu, Vietnamese, Korean, Farsi, and Creola. If human
beings speak a language anywhere, one of our interpreters
almost certainly speaks it, too.

*\TIVMIRGIMWXLIOI]

5,000 interpreters
More than 3,000

Interpreters are like pilots, or surgeons, or for that matter, attorneys —
I\TIVMIRGIMWIZIV]XLMRK4YVMRXIVTVIXIVWLEZIEQMRMQYQSJǻZI]IEVWƶ
PIKEPI\TIVMIRGI[MXLWXEXISV+IHIVEPGIVXMǻGEXMSRHITIRHMRKSRXLI
venue. They are typically native speakers, and familiar with the subtleties
and cultural elements of, say, Italy or Japan. Many of the interpreters
we work with were professionals in their country of origin. We also can
usually provide interpreters who are from the geographical region of
a witness, if required. The Spanish spoken in East Los Angeles will be
HMǺIVIRXXLERXLEXSJE5YIVXS7MGERJVSQ3I[=SVO;IGERYWYEPP]
provide an interpreter with expertise in the slang, terminology and
RYERGIWSJXLI[MXRIWWƶWWTIGMǻGHMEPIGX

2SVIXLERPERKYEKIWERHHMEPIGXW

+PI\MFMPMX]I\TIVXMWIERHZIVWEXMPMX]
+MREPP]XLI91IKEPYTTSVX.RXIVTVIXMRKXIEQGERTVSZMHIXLIǼI\MFMPMX]
expertise and versatility your case may require. For example, many of
XLIMRXIVTVIXIVW[I[SVO[MXLLEZII\TIVXMWIEWVIPEXIHXSǻRERGMEP
intellectual property, medical and pharmaceutical content. If your matter
involves a professional “language” as well a foreign one, our vast team
SJVIWSYVGIWLEWERMRXIVTVIXIV[LSGERLERHPIFSXL;MXLWYǽGMIRX
advance notice, we can also ensure that the same interpreter is present
throughout your entire case, insuring continuity.

2SVIXLERSǽGIWEVSYRHXLIGSYRXV]
In litigation, an entire case can depend on a single sentence, or turn of
phrase — maybe even a single word. When that word is not in English,
you need interpreters who are experienced, professional, and have
XLIWOMPPWERHNYHKQIRX]SYVWTIGMǻGWMXYEXMSRVIUYMVIW=SYRIIHXLI
interpreters from U.S. Legal Support.

YWPIKEPWYTTSVXGSQ

)ITSWMXMSRW8VMEPW-IEVMRKW
Arbitrations, EUOs, Mediations, Medical
&TTSMRXQIRXW (SRWYPXEXMSRW

(IVXMǻIH)SGYQIRX8VERWPEXMSRW
We know that bridging any language
KETKSIWFI]SRHEPMRKYMWXƶWǼYIRG]
of language. It likewise requires a
VIǻRIHE[EVIRIWWERHETTVIGMEXMSR
of cultural distinctions and subject
matter know-how. U.S. Legal Support
provides translation specialists who have
I\XIRWMZIWYFNIGXWTIGMǻGI\TIVMIRGI
and who can produce accurate and
well-received translations. Our linguistic
resources in over 200 languages ensure
that you receive professional, industryERHWYFNIGXWTIGMǻGXVERWPEXMSRWSJ]SYV
documents at competitive prices which
will meet your high quality expectations.

